Carolyn Bertozzi is the leader in applying organic chemistry in living systems most specifically for the study of glycosylation. To this end she has designed elegant chemical methods to introduce labelled unnatural compounds into the cellular biosynthetic machinery, thereby allowing for a wide range of studies to monitor changes in glycosylation in tissues and cells. Her cell surface engineering makes an essential contribution to biomedicine with a broad impact at the chemistry to biology interface.
Yukishige Ito's contributions cover the chemical synthesis of glycoconjugates for biological investigations, including novel synthetic methods development. He has made distinguished contributions in many areas; of exceptional note are methods developed for alpha sialoside and beta mannoside linkages and the synthesis of some enormously complex molecules: his fundamental synthetic work on all aspects of large N-glycans makes it possible to focus in a very systematic way on the processing and quality control of glycoproteins in the cell, thereby clarifying key enzymes and chaperones at the molecular level.
